In a limited isotopic region, there have been found lowlying states in even-even nuclei of spin 1, odd parity. Other energy levels in the vicinity are the well characterized 0+, 2+, and 4+ states of the even-even nuclear type. The 1-states were identified through a.-y angular correlation measurements supported by internal conversion coefficient data.
In a rather confined region (around Z = 90, N = 136) a low= 
II. EXPERIMENTAL
The gamma side of the angular correlation appar·atus consisted of a commercial Harshaw Nal (Tl activated) crystal (.11/2 in .. diameter by 1 in. thick) mounted on a Dumont 6292 photomultiplier tube and placed from two to four inches away from the sample. The output from the photomultiplier tube was amplified and shaped and then fed into a gated 50-channel puls.e height analyzer. placed between the pump and the chamber, but even so the resolution decreased from an optimum of 3 percent (full width at half maximum) to about 5 percent over a period of two weeks. The output from the photomultiplier tube was amplified, shaped and fed into a single chanrel pulse height analyzer. Pulses of a particular height were selected and used to gate the 50-channel pulse height analyzer. The resolving time of the coincidence unit described was of the order of ten micro-
seconds.
An example of the alpha spectrum so obtained for the u 230 series is .shown in Fig. 1 . Each ofthese peaks is compris'ed almost entirely of the gro·und state transition which in some cases is considerably removed from the low abundance-low energy group which is coincident with the gamma ray of interest. Nevertheless, with a knowledge of the gamma ray under consideration, the alpha energy gate could be set at the proper place to minimize conflicting coincidences. conservation of spin and parity demands that a gamma ray must be electric if it leads to the ground state of an even-even nucleus and arises from a level populated by alpha decay.} Assignment of E2 and higher multipolarities can be.ruled out by .consideration of lifetimes since in this case prompt coincidences were observed (few microseconds maximum delay} whereas th.e calculated lifetime for an E3 transition would be 10 6 fold longer. Therefore, we need consider only El or E2 assignments and it will be shown presently that the angular correlation expected if the radiation were E2 is quite different from that observed.
-.
As .seen in Fig. 3 lack of discrimination and the.fact that the 330 kev g,amma ray is .more intense than the 240, the coincidence intensity of the 330 kev peak is likewis.e more intense. The angularicorrelation of the 330 kev gamma ray is consistent with that for a 0+ ~ 2+ 1 0+ sequence as would be expected for an alpha transition to the first excited state of an even=even nucleus .
The data in Fig. 4 were taken in the same manner except UCRL-2669 must be considered in an explanation is that the appearance of these states at low enough· energies to be discernible in the alpha decay process apparently takes place only in a limited region. Although energy level density near the ground state becomes greater as one ·proceeds to heavier nuclei, the 1-state has apparently disappeared 238 14 as indicated by careful studies of the alpha spectra of Pu and C 242 15 m . The failure to find 1-states for these heavier nuclei could stem from two reasons: Either the levels have become so high that the alpha population to these states is low beyond detection, or the levels are in a region in which the energy dependence is not the deterring factor but some selection process hinders the transitions.
In this connection it should be mentioned that the population by alpha 
